
IDZ Task Force Meeting #1 
25 September 2017 
 
Melissa Ramirez, Assistant Director DSD, welcomed everyone 
Catherine Hernandez, Development Services Administrator, provided agenda, timeline and 
overview for IDZ Task Force 
 
Catherine Hernandez facilitated capturing current concerns from neighborhood associations 
and developers. 
 
Theresa Ybanez (Mission San Jose NA) 
 

 Concerned about effects of infill on Mission San Jose 

 Prefers interaction with developers 

 Some concern with infill effects on neighborhood density and traffic intensity 

 Sees development as a means to achieve community infrastructure goals, e.g. Roosevelt 
Bridge and sidewalk improvements (already requested) 

 Current development is outside San Jose “view shed” 

 Recognizes development can provide positive impact on community 
 
Irby Hightower (Alamo Architects) 
 

 City lacks good set of “standards” for IDZ and Historic Preservation District 

 IDZ ranges from small scale to large scale development; residential mixed use, 
commercial, industrial 

 Brooks City Base is essentially a large scale IDZ 

 There are no useable MXD use design guidelines 

 No guidance for creating predictable use, e.g. “urban edge” for transition zones 

 Need robust discussion on the IDZ within greater UDC context 

 Recommend categories of IDZ like other zones, e.g. IDZ 1, IDZ 2, IDZ 3 

 Be careful of making IDZ “too prescriptive to use” 
 
Jim Bailey (Alamo Architects) 
 

 Stated there are about 60 infill projects to date involving developers in the room 

 Called attention to his article in the Rivard Report 

 Noted we are planning infill “one zoning case at a time” 

 Indicated design review guidelines / panel review might be useful 

 Should link SA Tomorrow to the IDZ TF process 

 Only 30 people showed up for Downtown sector of SA Tomorrow planning meeting; 
virtually all of affected neighborhood associations not present 

 Might require a wholesale UDC revision in 5 years 

 Requested DSD pull together all IDZ cases & analysis for the last 10 years 



Tom Carter (Pape Dawson) 
 

 Pearl could’ve been developed as MPCD just as easily as IDZ 

 Pearl thoughtfully incorporated parking into the district design 

 Need to account for a small amount of parking in IDZ revision 

 Parking could be “market driven” solution 

 Should explore application of TIA requirements – IDZ assumes no traffic impact as 
streets already built out, but reality is there should be some adjustments, upgrades, 
based on TIA impact study 

 What happens when there are multiple IDZ projects in the same area? There are TIA 
specific impacts 

 
Nick Rivard (Dignowity Hill NA) 
 

 Elephant in the room is to avoid a complete overhaul of UDC, e.g. Austin’s current “Code 
Next” 

 IDZ is discouraging development, not encouraging 

 Parking is an overblown issue, transit is evolving 

 There more development tools, the better 

 Development Code should be revisited 
 
Tony Garcia (Monte Vista NA) 
 

 Concerned about “massing” of structures 

 New construction as an overlay – creates a “visual problem” for older neighborhoods 
 
Russell Yeager (Big Red Dog) 
 

 Provide consistency in IDZ code 

 IDZ is the “only available” tool for case-by-case development of unique 
uses/districts/large parcels; the other base zones are too constrained 

 IDZ allows offer of a “clean slate” for developers; we need this case by case option 
 
Chrissy McCain (Council District 1) 
 

 IDZ appears to be only used as a “parking waiver” 

 Development of large parcels can be achieved through mixed use district zoning 


